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The search for new particles at colliders presents an extraordinary challenge:
the collection of vast amounts of data of which only a minute fraction may come
from new physics. Particles produced at a collider as high-energy as the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), where this experiment takes place, are predominantly the
well-understood elements of the Standard Model of particle physics. Inelastic quan-
tum chromodynamic (QCD) interactions, for example, are four to five orders of
magnitude more common at LHC energy than even the most optimistic scenarios
for heretofore unobserved particles.
The challenge, therefore, is to be able to discard observations of these well-
understood interactions without discarding those due to comparatively infrequent
effects. This is usually performed in two steps: producing and collecting large quan-
tities of data, and inventing algorithms to reject unwanted data (background) while
preserving data believed to contain evidence of the physics under study (signal).
Most common methods to discard background involve identifying known high-
energy-physics phenomena by identifying spectra of understood effects. This search
takes an unusual approach of discarding background by looking for new phenomena
in a period expected to be void of collider effects entirely. In many colliders, and
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in particular the LHC, there are times in which beam is colliding (“beam-on”) and
times in which it is not (“beam-off”). Under ideal conditions, no observable effects
would occur in beam-off periods.
Particles produced under the Standard Model decay into lighter particles at
a rate determined by their masses and couplings, as well as those of any particles
temporarily produced to mediate the interaction. Particles decaying to those only
slightly less massive than themselves, or those decaying via a very small coupling,
take longer to decay than others. Particles that decay via an intermediary particle
of comparatively large mass also take longer to decay. The time for such a process
to occur is independent of any collider or experimental conditions (although it may
be boosted by travel at relativistic velocity), and is randomly drawn from an expo-
nential distribution (n ∝ e−t/τ ). The parameter τ indicates the average lifetime, as
measured in the particle’s rest-frame.
All particles produced at the LHC either live sufficiently briefly that they
decay before interacting with a particle detector (t, b, τ, Z,W±), or are sufficiently
light that they are produced at a velocity near enough to c that any detector in-
teractions are timed-in (after a calibration that compensates for time-of-flight and
cable lengths) and associated with the original production (µ, K, Λ, π).
Should a particle live long enough and travel slowly enough, it would remain
in the detector volume long enough to be observed after its production, potentially
in beam-off periods. This thesis is a search for such long-lived particles. We have
created a special trigger for the collection of data in beam-off periods in the Com-
pact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment, and devised methods to discard remaining
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background, which consists predominantly of instrumentation noise and incident
cosmic rays.
Though this search can be applied to produce a model-independent result, we
consider the optimistic and illustrative specific case of split-supersymmetry (split-
SUSY) gluinos. Because they would be produced via strong-force processes, in a
hadron collider like the LHC they would be seen in comparatively great quantities
(∼ 600 pb−1 at 7 TeV [46, 47]). Furthermore, nuclear interactions from their strong-
color charge could cause great energy losses as they pass through detector material
[44], leading a larger fraction of produced gluinos to be observable when they decay.
The documentation of this search is organized as follows: an introduction and
motivation, the production equipment (The LHC - Large Hadron Collider), the
instrumentation (CMS - Compact Muon Solenoid), the experiment (2010 collision
running), the characteristics of the signal and simulation used to so predict, the
characteristics of the background, the analysis rules, a statistical examination of
data selected by the analysis rules, and conclusions that can be drawn from the
results.
1.2 Motivation









Under quantum field theory, unbound wave solutions to a Lagrangian under
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the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion (Equation 1.1) can be quantized a second
time to provide integer occupancy states to solutions of a given momentum ΦA(k).
These occupancy states correspond to what are commonly referred to as particles
[1]. These particles are created and annihilated only by interactions permitted under
their Lagrangian. For a simple complex scalar field, a Lagrangian might be given
as the following:
L = (∂µφ†)(∂µφ)−m2φ†φ− λ(φ†φ)2 (1.2)
The first two terms describe the behavior of a free particle of mass m. The
last term is an interaction term. It describes a vertex where 4 fields meet, each of
which may represent a particle being created or destroyed. The coupling constant
λ describes the likelihood for this to occur.
The Standard Model of particle physics relates particles with further quantum
numbers (beyond occupancy in a momentum state). These numbers are mostly
conserved in interactions. Some, such as electric charge, are “abelian” and have a
simple additive relationship at interactions. Others are “non-abelian” and have a
more complex relationship.
Spin (S) is a non-abelian quantum number; it represents a range of values a
particle may have, from −S to S in intervals of 1, for internal angular momentum.
Particles may have integer spin (0, 1, etc.; called “bosons”) or half-integer spin (1/2,
3/2, etc.; called “fermions”). As a non-abelian quantity, combination of spin at an
interaction is complex and requires a rigorous mathematical treatment (such as that
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in [2, Ch. 3 and 6]). One consequence immediately relevant, however, is that the
number of fermions at an interaction increases or decreases only by multiples of two.
Fermions obey the Dirac equation. One consequence of this is that they have
antiparticles. An antiparticle has the same mass and spin, but opposite values
for all other quantum numbers. Fermions in the Standard Model are divided into
leptons (3 charged and 3 neutral (neutrinos)), and quarks; and have mass and
quantum numbers as in Table 1.1. Quarks also have color charge, a non-abelian
quantum number, and have a tendency in nature to form color-neutral bound states
(“hadrons”) via a process called “hadronization”.



































































−gsGaµūiγµT aijuj − gsGaµd̄iγµT aijdj (1.11)
and provides the following features:
• Line 1.3: 12 spin-1/2 fermions f of distinct masses mf and their antiparticles
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Group Particle q e µ τ mass
Lepton e± ±1 ∓1 511 keV
νe, ν̄e 0 ±1 < 2 eV
µ± ±1 ∓1 106 MeV
νµ, ν̄µ 0 ±1 < 2 eV
τ± ±1 ∓1 1.78 GeV
ντ , ν̄τ 0 ±1 < 2 eV
Quark d, d̄ ∓1/3 ∼ 6 MeV
u, ū ±2/3 ∼ 3 MeV
s, s̄ ∓1/3 ∼ 100 MeV
c, c̄ ±2/3 ∼ 1.337 GeV
b, b̄ ∓1/3 ∼ 4.2 GeV
t, t̄ ±2/3 171 GeV
Boson A (γ, photon) 0 0
W± ±1 80.40 GeV
Z 0 91.187 GeV
H 0 > 114 GeV
G (g, gluon) 0 0
Table 1.1: Selected constants for Standard Model particles
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f̄ ; a massless spin-1 photon A (henceforth also γ), and spin-1 bosons W± of
mass mW
• Line 1.4: a spin-1 boson Z of mass mZ and a spin-0 boson H of mass mH (the
Higgs boson)
• Line 1.5: Electric charge interaction between fermions and photons, and elec-
trical and neutral weak charge interaction between fermions and the Z boson
• Line 1.6: Weak charge interaction between fermions and the W± bosons; di-
vided into the lepton components (νi, ei) that conserve generation number
(see Table 1.2), and the quark components (ui, di) that may violate genera-
tion number via the CKM matrix
• Line 1.7: Higgs boson self-interactions
• Line 1.8: Electro-weak boson (H, A, W±, Z) interactions
• Line 1.9: Emission/absorption of Higgs at fermions
• Line 1.10: 8 massless gluons G (henceforth also g) that self-interact at 3- and
4-gluon vertices
• Line 1.11: Strong-force interactions between quarks and gluons
1.2.2 Supersymmetry and Split-SUSY
The Standard Model inasmuch as it predicts and constrains observables has




Lepton e− µ− τ−
νe νµ ντ
Quark u c t
d s b
Table 1.2: Standard Model fermions divided into generational pairs.
Particles interact with their partner at a W± boson, with occasional
exceptions for the quarks.
observations lead many to believe that the Standard Model is incomplete and that
new particles may exist at unprobed energies. The “hierarchy problem” is one such
problem: the Higgs mass under the Standard Model is determined by the subtraction
of 2 constants on the order of the Planck scale, 1030 GeV2, to result in an term on the
order of 106 GeV2 (Equation 1.12). This “fine tuning” is considered extraordinarily
unnatural and motivates proposals of new physics at higher mass scales that makes





H ∼ m20 − g2Λ2 (1.12)
One such model of new physics is supersymmetry (SUSY). SUSY introduces a
new bosonic “superpartner” for each fermion (and vice versa) with the same quan-
tum numbers except spin, which differs by 1/2 (Table 1.3 describes these superpart-
ners, their names, and notation). This results in a cancellation in corrections to the
Higgs mass, so that it no longer has a term quadratic in the Planck scale Λ. SUSY
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introduces an additional quantum number R that distinguishes superpartners from
the original lower-mass particle. In theories in which R-parity is conserved, SUSY
particles must increase or decrease by multiples of 2 at vertices (like fermions).
Superpartners include partners to the fermions: “squarks”, “selectrons”, “smuons”,
“staus”, and “sneutrinos”; all of which have a spin of zero under the Minimum Su-
persymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). The massive fermions have 2 partners each
to match the number of degrees of freedom (Dirac fermions have 4, complex scalar
fields have 2 each).
In the MSSM, the Standard Model Higgs is replaced by 4 scalars, 2 charged
and 2 neutral. The partners to the neutral electro-weak bosons (h0u, h
0
d, γ, Z) are
called “neutralinos”, of which there are four (χ̃0i ), although due to a potentially
non-diagonal mass matrix, none is presumed to correspond to a particular Standard
Model particle.
Similarly, the 4 charged electro-weak bosons (h+u , h
−
d ,W
±) are paired with 2
pairs of “charginos” (χ̃±i ). Again, the mass eigenbasis of the charginos does not
necessarily correspond to that of the charged electro-weak bosons.
Finally, the supersymmetric partner of a gluon is a “gluino” (g̃).
R-parity conservation, if true, implies that all SUSY particles decay into at
least one other SUSY particle. Since the lightest SUSY superpartner has no lighter
superpartner to decay to, it must therefore be stable. This is called the LSP (lightest
supersymmetric particle), and is under many models a neutralino (χ̃01). This could
be a candidate for dark matter currently suggested by astronomical observations.
“Split-supersymmetry” (split-SUSY) is a variant of supersymmetry in which
9
Particle Spin Superpartner Name Spin
q 1/2 q̃ squark 0
e 1/2 ẽ selectron 0
µ 1/2 µ̃ smuon 0
τ 1/2 τ̃ stau 0






γ 1 χ̃0i neutralino 1/2






W± 1 χ̃±i chargino 1/2
g 1 g̃ gluino 1/2
Table 1.3: Supersymmetric partners of Standard Model particles in the Minimum
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [5].
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the squarks are much heavier than the other superpartners. As a result, gluino
decay is suppressed by a very high squark mass (g̃ → q̃q → χ̃01qq), making gluinos
meta-stable.
The subject of this thesis is a search for the signal produced by decays of
split-SUSY gluinos (g̃).
1.2.3 Other Standard Model Extensions
Other extensions to the Standard Model produce some phenomenology similar
to split-SUSY: a heavy meta-stable particle that may stop and decay within the
CMS detector apparatus at the LHC during beam-off crossings. Even within the
previously discussed MSSM, some research has shown parameter ranges that may
result in long-lived staus [6].
Another SUSY model predicting potentially long-lived particles is “Gauge Me-
diated Supersymmetry Breaking” (GMSB). In GMSB it is proposed that ordinary
gauge (electro-weak, strong) interactions break the symmetry between particles and
their superpartners, rather than gravity, as in mSUGRA, the most common SUSY
model with a supersymmetry-breaking mechanism. As a result, a graviton super-
partner (called “gravitino”) becomes the LSP, and the next-to-lightest supersymmet-
ric particle (NLSP) decays primarily to its Standard Model partner and a gravitino.
This decay may be suppressed by a very weak coupling constant (F−1, where F is
the scale of supersymmetry breaking), causing this superpartner to be potentially
long-lived [7].
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Beyond SUSY, “hidden valley” scenarios [8, 9] and some grand unified theories
where decay is suppressed by dimension 5 or 6 operators [10] may also predict heavy
long-lived particles.
1.2.4 Cosmological Evidence
Astronomical observations also provide motivation into the search for long-
lived particles. Models of nucleosynthesis during the Big Bang suggest inconsisten-
cies with observations of 6Li and 7Li isotopes produced during the early universe.
The abundance could be reconciled with the existence of a particle with lifetime on
the order of 100-1000 seconds [11, 12, 13].
1.2.5 DØ Search
The DØ Collaboration published in 2007 limits on production of split-SUSY
gluinos from pp̄ collisions at 1.96 TeV center-of-mass energy. From comparison of
simulated gluinos at mg̃ = 200, 300, 400, and 500 GeV, and 410 pb
−1 to data from
the Tevatron (1.96 TeV pp̄ synchrotron, 1987-present) at Fermilab, Batavia, IL, the
collaboration was able to exclude the existence of split-SUSY gluinos of mg̃ < 270
GeV [14]. Figure 1.1 shows cross-section limits as a function of mg̃ for 3 different
gluino lifetimes.
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Figure 1.1: The most competitive pre-existing cross-section limit on
stopped gluinos, from the DØ Collaboration. Blue text is lifetime.
Assumes mχ01 = 50 GeV
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Chapter 2
The Large Hadron Collider
2.1 Overview
The Large Hadron Collider at the European Organization for Nuclear Research
(CERN), Geneva, Switzerland, is a 27 kilometer circumference synchrotron storage
ring designed to collide proton bunches at center-of-mass energy up to 14 TeV.
The LHC was designed to collide protons at a rate as high as 1034cm−2s−1 [18], a
luminosity that results in a rate of top-quark pair production as high as 8.5 per
second [15], and Z/W± production as much as 3 orders of magnitude higher [16].
The LHC began running in September 2008 but experienced a serious failure
9 days later that delayed subsequent startup until November 2009. The LHC began
collisions at injection energy (900 GeV) and, following a winter shutdown, began its
physics program at 7 TeV, running from March to November 2010.
The LHC, as a synchrotron, accelerates its beams via an electrostatic radio-
frequency (RF) kicker system. Time-varying RF standing waves are generated in
a sinusoidal cavity, and the system is timed so that particles experience positive
potential during their stay in the system. This implies the necessity to bunch the
beam, so that no protons will experience negative voltage periods. The phenomenon
of “phase-stability” [3, p.341] is exploited to concentrate bunches to a 2.5 ns sub-
section of a 25 ns period.
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Table 2.1: Size and quantity of beam-gaps in the nominal bunch
LHC bunch structure.
Not every 25 ns bucket in each beam has a proton bunch; there are gaps. The
largest of these gaps, at the end of nominal cycle, leaves enough time for the LHC
beam dump magnets to switch on, so that beam doesn’t traverse this region during
an intermediate magnetic state and travel into walls or equipment.
Other periodic gaps are in place due to analogous considerations in the LHC
pre-accelerators: the Proton Synchrotron (PS) and associated Booster (PSB), and
the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) (see Figure 2.1). These are smaller rings and
thus contain fewer bunches than necessary to completely fill the LHC. As trains of
bunches are injected from the PS into the SPS, and then from the SPS into the LHC,
a gap is included with sufficient length to accommodate the injection-system magnet
rise-time between each pair of accelerators. The combination of multiple cycles from
each machine results in a complex nominal bunch structure with numerous gaps of
varying sizes shown in Figure 2.2 and described in Table 2.1.
Other bunching schemes may be necessary for temperature and other prac-
tical considerations, and are documented in [21]. Bunching schemes for start-up
15
Figure 2.1: The CERN accelerators and experimental regions (courtesy CERN)
16
Figure 2.2: The nominal LHC beam filling scheme, from [25].
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conditions are much more limited and documented in [26] and [27].
2.2 The Proton Synchrotron Complex
The Proton Synchrotron Complex is composed of two accelerators: the Proton
Synchrotron (PS) and the lower energy Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB). These
two accelerators together have the responsibility of bunching the beam to its final
25 ns. spacing along with task of accelerating to an output energy of 25 GeV. Both
are accomplished by time-varying RF standing waves.
The PSB has 4 independent rings which operate on the 1st harmonic of the
natural RF wavelength, bunching protons via phase-stability into a single bunch
before releasing them to the PS. These 4 bunches are timed so that their arrivals
coincide with the proper phases of a higher harmonic wave in the PS.
The PSB/PS system can accommodate a number of filling schemes. The
nominal one consists of 6 bunches on a 7th harmonic wave (leaving one empty
bunch). The purpose of the empty bunch is to leave a region that can be disturbed
by the rise-time of the injection magnets for the SPS.
The bunches that occupy the Proton Synchrotron at this point are not the
final 25 ns bunches that we will see in the LHC. They are split twice before being
released to the SPS. First, the bunches are split three ways by adiabatically varying
the RF wave from the 7th harmonic to the 21st. Then, the synchrotron is ramped
up to its output energy (25 GeV). Finally the bunches are split again, this time four
ways, by similarly adjusting the wave harmonic. These bunches are now the final 25
18
Figure 2.3: The derivation of 25ns proton bunches in the Proton
Synchrotron complex
ns bunches, and the original empty bunch has become a continuous 320 ns period
of empty space. This process can be seen in Figure 2.3 [21].
2.3 The Super Proton Synchrotron
The Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) is the next stage of proton preaccelera-
tion. The SPS is filled with bunches from the Proton Synchrotron, but due to the
larger size, the SPS requires multiple (3 or 4) runs of the PS before it is completely
filled. After being filled, the SPS ramps up to its maximum energy of 450 GeV and
injects the bunches into the LHC.
The SPS, as a former collider, was fitted with experimental areas to the north
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and to the west. As a result of LHC modifications, the west area was closed fully and
converted into the clockwise LHC injection site. An area to the east was opened,
and now houses a neutrino source in addition to being the counter-clockwise injec-
tion site. Neutrinos are generated by diverting a small selection of the proton beam
and colliding it with bulk matter. All particles produced as a result of the collision
are removed except for the neutrinos, which continue on in the direction of Gran
Sasso, Italy, for neutrino oscillation experiments. This project (called CERN Neu-
trinos to Gran Sasso, or CNGS) is roughly analogous to current neutrino oscillation
experiments at the Soudan mine in Minnesota, USA, using neutrinos generated at
FNAL [23].
2.4 The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the last stage in the proton journey.
Preaccelerated bunches from the SPS arrive at 450 GeV into two distinct, counter-
rotating storage rings that are then ramped up to a final 7 TeV. Collisions occur at 4
of 8 evenly spaced interaction regions in the synchrotron, each of which is equipped
with a detector system for reconstruction of the physics of the collision. The other 4
interaction regions hold facilities for maintenance of the beam, including a dumping
facility for when the beam is no longer desired (typically because luminosity has
fallen below acceptable levels) [18].
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2.4.1 The LHC as a Synchrotron
The LHC is built in tunnels that approximate a circular layout. It has eight
equally-spaced approximately-500-m. “long straight sections”, which house the in-
teraction regions. Between these straight sections are arcs, each of which contains
23 approximately 100 m. long “cells”.
A cell contains primarily the magnets used for bending and focusing. Each
cell is composed of two nearly identical “half-cells”. In each half-cell are 3 main
superconducting bending dipoles which can be operated from 0.54 to 8.33 T [19],
and one main focusing quadrupole whose orientation alternates between half-cells
to achieve a “strong focusing” effect [3, p.341]. Smaller, ring-specific quadrupole
and higher-order magnets are also in place for finer corrections [18].
2.4.2 The Interaction Regions
The long straight sections contain the eight interaction regions of the LHC.
Each region serves a specific purpose, for either studying collisions or performing
maintenance on the beam.
2.4.2.1 ATLAS
Interaction region 1 houses “a torroidal LHC apparatus”, a.k.a. ATLAS. This
is a general-purpose physics detector, and one of two designed to receive the highest
luminosity for pp collisions, with a β at the interaction point of 0.55 m [17]. This
experiment competes with the similar CMS detector in interaction region 5, and dif-
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fers primarily in the arrangement of detector magnets (ATLAS has a small solenoid
inside its calorimeters, and torroids in its muon system. CMS has a single large
solenoid outside its calorimeters). ATLAS is also larger in size (twice the length
and approximately 1.5 times the radius) [28].
2.4.2.2 ALICE
ALICE, standing for “a large ion collider experiment”, is a detector system
located in interaction region 2. ALICE’s purpose is to study Pb/Pb collisions during
the heavy-ion running cycles, though it will take proton data as well. The β for
ALICE is dependent on run mode: it will receive low luminosity during proton runs
due to a β of 10, and it will receive high luminosity during heavy-ion runs with a β
of 0.5 m [17] [30].
2.4.2.3 Longitudinal Momentum Cleaning
Quadrupoles in the magnet arcs focus beam position, but since Liouvilles
theorem requires that area in phase-space remain constant, beam momentum will
suffer as a result. A system of collimators in IR3 and IR7 remove beam that is
sufficiently far from nominal. The apparatus in IR3 is responsible for cleaning beam
momentum in the longitudinal direction (along the beam path).
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2.4.2.4 RF and Beam Instrumentation
Interaction region 4 contains the RF kicker system that is responsible for
accelerating the beams. It also houses varying types of beam-monitoring equipment.
2.4.2.5 CMS
The “compact muon solenoid” (CMS) is located in interaction region 5. CMS
is a high-luminosity, general-purpose physics detector, with a β at the interaction
point of 0.55 m [17]. CMS competes with the similarly designed ATLAS as described
above [29], and is used for the result presented in this thesis.
2.4.2.6 Beam Dump
Interaction region 6 is the location of the beam dumping system, which is a
series of magnets designed to safely direct beam out of the synchrotron and into
the earth. Beam is typically dumped when it is no longer desired due to luminosity
losses, but it can be dumped for other reasons (emergencies, etc).
2.4.2.7 Betatron Cleaning
Transverse momentum cleaning (also known as “betatron” cleaning) occurs
in interaction region 7. Collimators of optimized apertures stop beam particles
with excessive transverse travel paths. This section differs from the longitudinal




The last interaction region houses the LHC-b detector, a low-luminosity bottom-
meson physics experiment. Due to the higher rate of production of its physics goals,
LHC-b doesn’t require as high luminosity as the other experiments, and in fact such
luminosity often causes difficulty in reconstruction due to a higher rate of unrelated
“pile-up”. The β at the interaction point is adjustable from 1 to 50 meters, depend-
ing on current beam conditions [17]. As luminosity at the other experiments rises,
LHC-b will lower its β to attain its lower luminosity goal [31].
2.5 Beam Cycle and Luminosity Losses
With RF equipment compensating for energy losses, the LHC would ideally
run its beams forever. Unfortunately, the collisions slowly lose luminosity as the
beam loses particles because of a number of factors. Scattering between the beams
at interaction points is the leading source of this loss. Also, beams can scatter off of
the remaining gas at rest in the vacuum chambers. Finally, there is innate coulomb
repulsion within a beam packet itself. With these sources combined, luminosity dies
away over a time-span of approximately 14.9 hours [18], after which time the beam
must be dumped and new beam must be injected.
The time it takes to fill the LHC with protons is dependent on the cycle time of
each accelerator in the chain. The LHC takes 12 cycles of SPS fills, each of which will
take 3-4 cycles of PS fills. The total time for this process is 20 minutes. Including
LHC ramp-down, beam dumping, and brief equipment checks, turn-around time is
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estimated at 70 minutes. Practical experience at HERA, however, indicates that
the real turn-around time may be as high as 6 times that value, leading to a run
cycle that is just an hour or two short of a 24-hour day [18].
2.6 Commissioning the LHC
In June of 2007 it was announced that the LHC would suffer a delay due
to the failure in tests of certain magnets provided by Fermilab [32]. Subsequent
schedules planned for first beam in the LHC in mid-May 2008, beginning a series
of stages that would commission the machine and eventually bring it to its design
luminosity. In September 2008 first collisions were achieved, although as a result
of further equipment failures, 9 days later the LHC was severely damaged, delaying
future runs.
In November 2009 collisions resumed at the injection energy of 900 GeV center-
of-mass. A 7 TeV physics program began in March 2010 that lasted until November
2010, this energy being chosen so as to minimize risk of further damage by the
mechanism responsible for the September 2008 failure. A heavy-ion run followed
this physics run, after which the LHC was shutdown for maintenance.
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Chapter 3
The Compact Muon Solenoid
3.1 Overview
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) collects data from LHC collisions at
Interaction Point 5 (IP5) on the LHC ring (see Figure 2.1). CMS consists of an
approximately cylindrical detector, 15m in diameter by 21.5m in length, centered
at the interaction point, built around a 3.8 Tesla superconducting magnet. The
detector is itself composed of constituent subdetectors, arranged in concentric rings
in the central regions (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2). In addition to the description
provided here, the design of CMS is described very thoroughly in a publication
authored by the CMS collaboration [35].
Particles produced at IP5 travel through CMS subdetectors depending on
their particle type (Figure 3.3). Electrons and photons shower quickly, producing a
cascade of lower-energy photons and electron-positron pairs and depositing that en-
ergy in CMS’s electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL, PbWO4 crystal), after traveling
through the much-less-dense pixel and silicon-strip tracking chambers. Strongly-
interacting particles (K, π,Λ, n, p) undergo a similar shower process, but mostly con-
tained within the hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) positioned after the ECAL. Finally,
muons are sufficiently massive not to be stopped by the ECAL, but not strongly in-
teracting and thus do not shower in the HCAL. They travel through the entire CMS
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detector volume, causing responses in CMS’s three muon-detector systems (Figure
3.4).
Detector response is measured by on-detector electronics in the CMS cavern,
and off-detector electronics in a parallel service cavern, before being packaged into
digital payloads, collected, and recorded on above-ground computers.
CMS employs a two-level trigger to select events from the 40 MHz collision
rate to be saved for analysis. The first level (L1) is entirely in hardware, and
collects information from the calorimeters and muon systems, marks events with
decisions from a collection of algorithms, and allows events to continue if one of the
algorithms they pass is on the configurable L1-accept list. This reduces the event
rate to approximately 100 kHz. Then a software high-level-trigger (HLT) analyzes
the entire event content and makes decisions to pare down the rate to 100 Hz [35,
Ch.8].
L1 algorithms are implemented in hardware and are thus difficult to adjust.
The menu of accepted L1 decisions can be configured, however, to accommodate
increasing event rates from increasing LHC luminosity. L1 algorithms can also be
“pre-scaled”, allowing a defined fraction for an algorithm to continue, in the case
that the events are useful but excessively frequent. HLT algorithms can be adjusted
at will (although the algorithm must run sufficiently quickly to prevent unprocessed
data from accumulating, a process that could result in data loss) and are tuned
to produce maximum useful physics results for a given luminosity. The menu of
accepted HLT algorithms is also configurable at run-time.
CMS data is monitored in multiple control rooms, including (at the time of this
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Figure 3.1: A scale schematic of the CMS detector with portions cut-away, movable
rings detached to show detail
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Figure 3.2: A cut-away schematic of the CMS detector, from the CMS Technical
Proposal
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Figure 3.4: An r-z view of the CMS detectors (quarter cross-section), with muon
detectors labeled
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writing) an above-ground control room in SX5 (above CMS), the “CMS Center” in
the primary CERN campus in Meyrin, Switzerland, and the LHC remote operations
center in Wilson Hall, Fermilab (Batavia, IL). These control rooms contain banks
of computers for debugging and monitoring of individual subdetectors, as well as
global data quality monitoring (DQM), trigger, magnet, and data acquisition (DAQ)
operations.
3.2 Subdetectors
For the purpose of this analysis, data from the hadronic calorimeter and muon
systems are used. The hadronic calorimeter provides a large massive location for
long-lived particles to stop, as well as instrumentation to measure the energy of their
decay. The muon systems provide a veto against cosmic rays that may produce noise
in the hadronic calorimeter via a hard bremsstrahlung process.
3.2.1 The Hadronic Calorimeter
The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) can be divided into four main subdetectors
(but has other parts as well, beyond the scope of this document). The data for this
search comes from the HCAL Barrel (HB), which spans to slightly beyond |η| < 1.3.
There is also the HCAL Endcap (HE) which overlaps at the end of HB and provides
coverage beyond it; the HCAL Outer (HO), a thin layer in the barrel region beyond
the magnet; and the HCAL Forward (HF) in the forward region (|η| > 3). HB, HE,
HF and HO are pictured in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Layout of the HCAL subdetectors (quarter cross-section, η labels on
dashed lines)
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Figure 3.6: The segmentation of the HB and HE subdetectors (quarter cross-section,
r-z axes, angular segmentation of ∆η = 0.087 per line)
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HB is composed of alternating layers of brass (50.5-75.0 mm thick, depending
on depth) and plastic scintillator tiles (3.7mm thick for inner tiles, 9mm for outer).
HB brass is 70% copper, and 30% zinc, with a radiation length of 1.49 cm and an
interaction length of 16.42 cm [35, Ch.5].
The tiles are placed perpendicular to the r direction, forming rectangular
towers of 17 tiles ∆φ = 0.087 by ∆η = 0.087 wide. The light in the scintillators of
each tower are optically summed. Tower index is hereafter referred to as iφ and iη,
beginning at 1 from the 0 position of φ and η respectively. There is no center tower
in η; iη = 1 borders iη = −1 at η = 0 (tower segmentation illustrated in Figure
3.6).
The process of conversion of light into electric charge is often achieved via a
photomultiplier tube (PMT). Collected light is directed onto photocathodes coated
with alkalai metals, where it liberates electrons via the photoelectric effect. Liber-
ated electrons cascade through a series of dynodes at increasing potential, resulting
in a multiplication of the original charge. The end result is a detectable electric
current at the output dynode [3, p.358-360].
HCAL uses hybrid photodiodes (HPD) to convert HB scintillator light into
electric current. An HPD operates by the normal process of charge liberation on
a photocathode, but then liberated electrons are accelerated onto a silicon diode
surface, where the incident electron energy is dissipated in the excitement of silicon
valence electrons. The advantage of this process over ordinary PMTs is mechanical
simplicity and increased stability within magnetic fields [33, 34].
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the HCAL electronics
fibers before interfacing with an HPD. The fibers from up to 18 towers each connect
to a pixel arranged in a honeycomb layout on a single HPD (Figure 3.8), and are
converted into electric current. The electrical signal (again, one per pixel), is carried
to on-detector electronics (schematic: Figure 3.7).
The electrical signal is collected by one of four capacitors on a charge-integrating
electronics (QIE) board, and digitized on a multi-linear scale (Figure 3.9) by an 8-
bit analog-to-digital converter. The capacitor is then rotated out so that it has
sufficient time to discharge before its next use.
The digitized signal is packaged and sent by optical fiber to off-detector elec-
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Figure 3.8: Example layout of tower fibers on HPD pixels
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Figure 3.9: Quantization effects of the multi-linear scale of the HB analog-to-digital
converters
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Figure 3.10: A measured pulse of scintillator light characteristic of
HB, HE, and HO, taken at a QIE ASIC by a 1 ns sampling-rate
oscilloscope
tronics, beginning with HCAL Trigger and Readout (HTR) boards, where it is both
sent onward to the L1 trigger system, and saved in the event of a L1 accept decision.
If an event is selected by the L1 trigger, data from 10 consecutive 25ns bunches (each
called a “time-slice” of data) are selected such that the triggering bunch is placed
4th. This selection of data is packaged and forwarded to Data Concentrator Cards
where the aggregated digital payload is packaged and formatted to be written to
disk or tape (for permanent use, or later testing by the HLT).
A raw HCAL hit is composed of 10 time-slices because energy deposited in
the plastic scintillator material causes a pulse of light with a well-defined shape
of duration approximately 4 bunches. The greatest energy time-slice (also called
the “peak”) is preceded by a “front porch”, a rapid warm-up of light. The subse-
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quent time-slices resemble an exponential fall-off, making the over-all curve slightly
poissonian in appearance (Figure 3.10).
The QIE ADCs are tuned so that data with zero scintillator light is at a very
low value. If the output from an ADC is below a threshold, the data is considered
“zero” and will not be delivered from the HTRs to the DCCs after a trigger. This
is known as “zero suppression” and keeps the size of the event payload sufficiently
low that high rates of data can be taken without overloading the data acquisition
paths.
Anomalous data appears in the absence of beam at a rate of approximately
3 Hz in our HLT jet path. The causes of this data are diverse and discussed in
Chapter 6, however one main cause is data that does not originate from physical
scintillator pulses, and instead is caused by unintended behavior of the electronics.
3.2.1.1 Jet Reconstruction
Unbound gluons and quarks (and their supersymmetric counterparts squarks
and gluinos) resulting from particle interactions are not observable. Particles with
color charge undergo a process of hadronization as they travel through the detector,
popping new particles out of the vacuum to produce color-neutral states. The result
is a shower of particles, primarily pions, as the particles enter the sensitive regions of
CMS. This shower is tightly collimated, and can be characterized as a single object,
known as a “jet” [3, p.46-47].
To reconstruct jets responsible for deposits of energy within the CMS electro-
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magnetic and hadronic calorimeters, a process of consolidating data from multiple
sources is undertaken.
First each raw HCAL hit is reconstructed into a “RecHit”. The ADC data
is linearized and the expected value corresponding to zero-scintillator-light (the
“pedestal”) is subtracted. Total energy is then derived by applying calibration
constants to a sum of time-slices within the pulse. The time of the pulse is cal-
culated relative to the trigger, and the energy and time are recorded in an output
RecHit object.
Electromagnetic Calorimeter data is joined with HCAL RecHits from all HCAL
subdetectors to form “CaloTowers”, an object describing energy at a single (iη, iφ)
pair. A collection of CaloTowers completely describes the distribution of deposited
energy across η and φ coordinates across CMS. Data may be excluded from the
construction of towers on the basis of several quality flags [36].
From a collection of CaloTowers, jets are reconstructed. There are several
algorithms for reconstructing jets in CMSSW: Iterative Cone, Midpoint Cone, SIS-
Cone, and fast-kT [37], and more recently anti-kT [38]. Iterative Cone, which is used
to produce the data used in this analysis, is a comparatively simple algorithm that
is based on searching in cones around “seeds”, CaloTowers considered in order of
decreasing energy.
For each seed (of minimum energy 1 GeV), the algorithm searches for a cone
such that all inputs are within a radius
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2 ≤ R from the cone center,
where R is a configurable parameter (0.5 for this analysis). This cone minimizes
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Figure 3.11: Jet-matching efficiency for various jet algorithms
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Figure 3.12: Jet energy resolution for various jet algorithms
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constituent towers. If the difference is within a tolerance, jet variables are com-
puted and recorded, and the inputs are removed from further consideration as jet
components or seeds. Performance of this algorithm is shown in Figures 3.11 and
3.12 [37, p1].
3.2.1.2 HF Luminosity Monitoring
The forward HCAL subdetector, HF, is used to calculate LHC beam luminosity
delivered to IP5. HF consists of quartz fibers embedded in steel absorber plates, to
better deal with the occupancies expected in the forward regions that HF measures
(3 < |η| < 5). Read-out is via photomultiplier tubes and digitized with RBXes and
HTRs in a manner similar to HB [35].
HF has an independent path for collecting data for luminosity in time periods
during which CMS is collecting data and periods during which it is not. This
data provides input for two algorithms which can produce an initial estimate of
CMS luminosity in near-real-time. A more accurate offline method is used for this
analysis. The offline method is based on a serious of cuts to eliminate non-collision
backgrounds, including a coincidence requirement of energy deposits in both η-sides
of HF. All methods produce a count of events which scales linearly with luminosity.
The determination of this scaling factor is presented alongside further details of the
luminosity measurement process in [39].
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3.2.2 The Muon Systems
The muon system is a collection of three detectors: the drift tubes (DT) in
the barrel region, the cathode strip chambers (CSC) in the end-cap region, and the
resistive plate chambers (RPC) in both (labelled in Figure 3.4). This system is
sensitive to the path of traversing charged particles, particularly muons since they
are unlikely to have been stopped by detector material.
While the muon system is designed to be efficient for muons originating from
the center of CMS [35, Ch.7], it is also a good detector of external cosmic rays
(Figure 3.13) [40]. CMS software can reconstruct path segments of incident particles,
including cosmic rays, which by their nature do not necessarily travel through the
beam-line. This capability provides a useful veto for cosmic ray events which interact
with the hadronic calorimeter, mimicking desired signal.
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Figure 3.13: Muon efficiency as a function of the variables of the
muon entry point to the detector. Reconstruction efficiency is for




This search follows data taken during the 2010 LHC pp physics run at 7
TeV center-of-mass energy. 10.2 pb−1 of data was taken with a peak luminosity
of 1032cm−2s−1. The combined data amounts to a running time of 62 hours.
The data for this search was acquired by looking for energy deposits left by
long-lived particles in the hadronic calorimeter. A level-1 trigger was configured to
look for jets of energy 10 GeV or higher in coincidence with an absence of beam in
CMS. A high-level-trigger was configured to look for events passing this L1 trigger
with a jet in the central region (|η| < 1.3) of energy 20 GeV or higher. This restricts
jet signal to the Hcal Barrel (HB) region, which reduces the necessary understanding
of instrumentation noise. The signal is produced centrally and thus is not reduced
very much by this cut.
The HLT also applied very loose instrumentation cuts to reduce data rate to
a manageable amount:
• For each HPD whose summed energy of hits is above “hpdSpikeEnergy” (see
Table 4.1), the event is rejected if neither of its neighbors is above “hpdSpikeIso-
lationEnergy”.
• For each RBX whose summed energy of hits is above “rbxSpikeEnergy”,







Table 4.1: Parameters for the instrumentation noise filter in the
high-level-trigger
“rbxSpikeUnbalance” times the energy of the highest HPD within the RBX.
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Chapter 5
Signal: Simulation and Characteristics
5.1 Overview
To study approaches for distinguishing signal from background we produce
the best available estimate of the behavior of the hypothesized signal. We do this
in multiple steps that track signal particles (split-SUSY gluinos) from production
to decay and detector response, resulting in files of processed data that very closely
resemble that which would come out of the regular data-taking process.
The simulation process of signal is factored into distinct stages. First, pair
production of split-SUSY gluinos is simulated at the interaction point, and the
attributes of the emerging particles are set. Then, the travel of those particles is
tracked through the detector and any gluinos that come to rest within the detector
volume are recorded. For these stopped gluinos, the decay process of gluino into
neutralino and jets is simulated, and the travel and interaction of those resultant
particles with the detectors is simulated. Finally detector response is simulated and
the digitized results are saved to disk, and processed with the same software used
to process collision data.
A further stage of the simulation randomly distributes the time of the stopped-
gluino decays so that the profile in multiple timing variables can be studied. Many










Figure 5.1: Leading Feynmann diagrams of gluino production at
the LHC
we are unable to use, either because of a simultaneous beam collision (a “beam-on”
bunch), because the CMS hardware is not recording data, or because of analysis
rules that help prevent contamination with excessive noise.
5.2 Production
PYTHIA is a publicly-available software tool used to simulate many particle
physics processes [41]. In the case of signal production, we run PYTHIA to simulate
the gg → g̃g̃ and qq̄ → g̃g̃ via virtual gluon processes (Figure 5.1) in pp collisions of
center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV (our environment at the LHC).
PYTHIA can simulate the behavior of many particle types, including gluinos,
based on customizable parameterizations of models like Supersymmetry. However,
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for the sake of generalization and convenience, we instruct the program to create
gluinos with infinite lifetime, so that we can factorize this step from the remaining
ones. We further instruct PYTHIA to create gluinos with masses scanning from
200 to 900 GeV, so that we can study many possible points in the space of the
split-SUSY model.
Since gluinos carry color charge, it is also necessary to simulate the hadroniza-
tion of gluinos into “R-hadrons” (so named because of the R-charge of supersym-
metric particles, assumed conserved for the purposes of this analysis). The PYTHIA
team has published additional routines, PYRHAD and PYGLRF, which were used
to accomplish this step [41, Sec.8.7.9]. The resulting hadron states are baryon-like
(g̃qqq) and meson-like (g̃qq̄). There are large uncertainties on the hadronization
process, and especially on the fraction of neutral baryons produced.
5.3 Detector Traversal and the Cloud Model
GEANT4 is a publicly-available software tool used to simulate the interaction
of energetic particles with ordinary matter, particularly the materials commonly
found in particle-physics detectors, so that the path of simulated particles can be
propagated from an originating position and momentum [42]. We use GEANT4 in
this case to extrapolate the path of R-hadrons formed from gluinos from production
points to stopping points, if they stop in the detector volume at all.
GEANT4 can be configured to simulate many physical interaction models of
particles with matter. For the purposes of this analysis, a “cloud”-model originat-
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ing from [44] is used to simulate the effects of R-hadronization energy losses from
interactions with the detector material. Strong-force interactions can cause hadron
state flipping in the R-hadron (since an interaction can never leave a bare colored
gluino), and each of such interactions carries with it an opportunity to deposit en-
ergy in the material. Figure 5.2 shows the percentage of R-hadrons stopping in the
detector volume for this model, as well as for models with only electromagnetic (EM)
force contributions (Figure 5.3, as described by [4, Ch.27]), and models where the
R-hadron is constrained to change to a neutral baryon whenever a strong interac-
tion with the detector occurs. Given the amount of uncertainty surrounding hadron
states of gluinos and their interactions, these models represent less-optimistic sce-
narios that can be considered in lieu of the cloud-model, which should be considered
hypothetical in the absence of actual gluinos to measure.
The location of stopping points (Figures 5.4 and 5.5) very roughly correlate
with the mass-density of components of the CMS detector. Primarily, many gluinos
stop within the hadronic calorimeter and within the iron magnet return yoke com-





Figure 5.2 also shows the relationship between gluino mass and stopping effi-
ciency. Equation 5.1 gives the basic kinematic relationship between mass and energy.
For a given distribution of energy E in a particle production, a higher mass particle
will be produced with a lower distribution of velocity β. Since slower particles are
easier to stop, higher gluino masses result in higher stopping efficiencies.
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Figure 5.2: The probability of gluinos to stop within the CMS


























































Figure 5.3: Energy loss for positive muons in copper as a function
of βγ.
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Figure 5.4: xy view of locations of stopped gluinos within the CMS
detector volume
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Figure 5.5: r distribution of stopping points of gluinos within CMS
5.4 Decay
PYTHIA is now used to simulate the decay of gluinos within R-hadrons that
stop within the detector volume. We simulate the two leading processes (Figure
5.6):
∆++g̃ → g̃u(uu)→ gχ̃01u(uu)
Figure 5.6: The mono- and di-jet decay modes of R-hadrons
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∆++g̃ → g̃u(uu)→ qq̄χ̃01u(uu)
Neutralino mass is scanned for each gluino mass to produce a wide range of
resultant available energy for jets coming out of the decay point.
5.5 CMSSW
CMSSW is a CMS-collaboration-internal software suite for processing CMS
data [43]. CMSSW data consists of ROOT files formated with a consistent directory
structure. The “Event” substructure of CMSSW ROOT files contains one or more
collections of custom-defined C++ classes corresponding to various types of objects,
for example HCAL hits, muon tracks, and reconstructed electrons. The bulk of
CMSSW code is in a large number of independently compiled C++ plug-ins, which
loops over provided events, takes a subset of custom classes as input, and either adds
derived information to the event (an “EDProducer”), returns a true/false result
to a test (an “EDFilter”), or produces results to be saved to external plots or
data files (an “EDAnalyzer”). “Event Setup” modules provide detector conditions
information such as a magnetic field map, or HCAL calibration, valid for the time
the data originates from.
PYTHIA, GEANT4, and ROOT are included in distributions of the CMSSW
suite, although stored independently from the collaboration-specific code and ac-
cessed via wrapper interfaces. Versions of PYTHIA, GEANT4, and ROOT are
standardized on for a given CMSSW version.
For the purpose of this analysis, we use CMSSW to simulate detector response
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to simulated decays, and to process that data into higher-level objects, such as
calorimetry towers and muon tracks. Many of these higher-level objects are produced
as a matter of course in the process of standard data-taking and processing, and
we favor these standard objects over our own production of these objects whenever
possible.
5.6 Timing
The timing stage of the simulation is independent of the physical production,
decay, and material-interaction model. The simulation calculates, for a given lifetime
of a long-lived particle and the conditions within the LHC, the relative likelihood
to detect a particle in a given non-collision bunch. The results from the other
stages are used to translate these results into absolute numbers of decays, and given
such information as input, the timing simulation will also distribute these decays
randomly according to the likelihood it calculates for each time location.
The simulation begins with an arbitrarily large number of signal events, and
assigns the production of each one randomly according to provided instantaneous
luminosity information. This can be actual luminosity information from the CMS
luminosity group for the running of the LHC in a given period, or a hypothetical
model. Each particle is assigned to a particular luminosity section, a period of 218
orbits, which is the granularity of the available information for LHC running.
Then the simulation randomly determines the decay time of each particle by
drawing a number from an exponential distribution, with the input lifetime used as
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the decay constant. This decay time is added to the production time to determine
when the particle would be observed.
This time is then checked to see if it is in a sensitive period according to the
timing rules. Using an input nominal bunch structure as a basis, these rules check
for proximity to colliding bunches, unpaired bunches, and bunches close-but-not-
colliding with bunches in the opposite beam. The timing rules used for this analysis
are further discussed in Chapter 7.
Trigger rules can also be simulated.
The result is then rescaled so that the total number of events simulated sum
according to the following formula:
N = tσLεStoppingεAnalysis
where t is the time of the run, σ is the production cross-section, L is the luminos-
ity, εStopping is the probability of a produced particle stopping within the detector
boundaries, εAnalysis is the probability of the decay of a stopped particle passing
trigger and analysis rules that separate signal from noise.
The timing simulation likewise determines the effect of timing factors on the
sensitivity to background; however it is assumed that the occurrence of background
events is flat with respect to time, since background is largely independent of any
beam effects (see Chapter 6), greatly simplifying the steps required.
The results of the third phase can be summarized by the so-called “timing
efficiency”, that is, the probability that timing factors will not exclude an event
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Figure 5.7: The effects of filling scheme and running cycle on sen-
sitivity
be used in conjunction with the results of the other stages. Alternately this stage of
the simulation can run pseudoexperiments to determine a number of detected signal
and background for a particular hypothetical analysis.
Figure 5.7 shows several features in timing efficiency for a hypothetical running
situation (nominal LHC full filling scheme, 8 hours on, 16 hours off). First, for
lifetimes well below 10−7s, particles aren’t sufficiently long-lived to decay away from
their collision bunch crossing. All collision bunch crossings are excluded from our
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analysis, as a source of excessive noise.
The second feature is the plateau at efficiency of 0.212. As lifetime approaches
the length of the orbit, decays occur randomly within the bunch structure. The
result is an efficiency that approaches the ratio of empty bunches to total bunches
within an orbit.
Eventually the run stops. Particles with lifetimes in minutes and greater start
to decay more and more after the end of the run. All bunches in this region are
sensitive, since there are no collisions taking place. At some point CMS stops
recording data, and the longest lived particles decay more frequently after that
point, resulting in the drop-off at the end of the plot.
The contrast of a flat distribution (for the background) and an exponential
one (signal) suggests the design of a time cut-off after which background events
dominate and should be ignored. By maximizing the expression s/
√
b, the optimum
window after possible production can be determined to be 1.256 times the lifetime.





This search gets its data from periods without collisions. Therefore, back-
grounds can be studied even before activation of the LHC. On several occasions
CMS recorded data in conditions similar to those in which collisions were expected
to take place. In 2008 and 2009 CMS took long-term runs to observe cosmic rays
and test the detector, and then in 2010 CMS took data to test detector readiness
in advance of collisions. All this data provides inspiration and direction for analysis
rules, and then provides a source to draw from to perform the final measurement of
background rate.
Since the strategy for this search is to look for deposits in the hadronic
calorimeter that cause a high-level jet trigger to fire, background consists of any-
thing that causes the spontaneous appearance of a jet-like object in the absence of
collisions. There are two sources that do this in the absence of circulating beam:
hard bremsstrahlung from a cosmic muon in the hadronic calorimeter, and noise
within the instrumentation of HCAL electronics. With circulating beam, halo ef-
fects, beam-gas collisions, and non-colliding bunches may also contribute.
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Noise Type Frequency ± Stat. Uncertainty
Cosmic Bremsstrahlung 16.3% ± 0.3%
HPD (CT method) 47.3% ± 0.4%
HPD (E frac. method) 31.7% ± 0.4%
RBX 4.6% ± 0.1
Remainder 0.1% ± 0.02%
Table 6.1: Relative frequency of observed noise types in low lumi-
nosity (1026cm−2s−1) running. Systematic uncertainty is roughly
23% (from 8.3).
6.2 Non-Beam-Related Background
Further information in this section on HCAL-instrumentation-related noise
and cosmic muon effects in the hadronic calorimeter was developed in collaboration
with the CMS HCAL team and published in [36].
The relative frequency of events in the HLT path caused by the mechanisms
below is given in Table 6.1.
6.2.1 Cosmic Bremsstrahlung
Events originating from cosmic muon activity within the HCAL (example Fig-
ure 6.1) can be rejected by vetoing events that identify one or more muon travelling
through the muon system. Any muon that has a reconstructable path through CMS,
even those not originating from the beam-line, are identified and recorded by the
standard CMS reconstruction path, allowing us to reject them.
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The largest contribution of events by far to our sample set is noise caused by
the discharge of a Hybrid Photodiode. HPD noise is recognizable because it appears
as an energy deposit in most, if not all, 18 channels connected to an HPD without
signal in the other HPDs. The channels in an HB HPD correspond to a row of
towers in a single iφ on one η side, and so can be quickly identified.
Two methods were used to isolate HPD noise in Table 6.1. The first labels
an event as HPD noise if the five largest HB energy deposits are in the same HPD.
The second labels an event as HPD noise if the first method fails and 90% or more
of the energy deposited in HB was deposited in the same HPD.
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Figure 6.2: An example RBX noise event in the CMS hadronic
calorimeter
6.2.2.2 RBX Noise
The remaining cause of events within the sample studied had a large number
of hits in the read-out box of greatest energy (example Figure 6.2). Read-out boxes
package together the digitization electronics for fibers from 4 HPDs, and appear
to have a common source of abnormal behavior, resulting in a sudden appearance
of an energy deposit in these HPDs. This can manifest as a large number of hits
appearing in the highest energy RBX.
6.3 Beam-Related Background
Other events may originate from beam activity but be more difficult to dis-
tinguish if they produce physical energy deposits in the HCAL HB without causing
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responses in other detectors like cosmic rays do. One test that can be effective is to
veto events with a reconstructed vertex in the beam-pipe.
Beam Halo is the distribution of energetic muons running parallel to the beam-
line. Halo is caused by protons escaping the beam-line and colliding with magnets,
etc., to create a shower of pions, some of which decay to muons. Halo can be
identified by the Cathode Strip Chamber muon detectors in the endcaps of CMS. A
level-1 trigger tags events containing halo activity.
Non-colliding bunches may also produce unwanted events. Several filling
schemes in 2010 contain bunches that do not collide at IP5. Their proximity to
other bunches, however, may cause “parasitic” collisions by leaking protons into
neighboring bunches and causing unexpected collisions. In the 2010 filling schemes,
it is possible without much effect on the amount of data collected to ignore the BXes





The following approach was taken to distinguish between signal and back-
ground events in acquired data:
1. Acquire data via a no-collision jet trigger
2. Apply very loose cuts against HPD and RBX noise to reduce HLT to an
acceptable rate to write to disk (detailed in Chapter 4)
3. Reject beam background
4. Reject cosmic muon background
5. Reject HPD and RBX noise via jet variables
6. Reject HPD and RBX noise via pulse shape in HCAL raw data
7. Eliminate events not less than 1.256τ after collisions to optimize significance
for each lifetime considered
A threshold for removing data is hereafter referred to simply as a “cut”. Plots
shown in this chapter are referred to as “N-1” if they are plotted after removing
events via all cuts other than the one on the displayed variable, with the exception
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Figure 7.1: A sample distribution of HLT events taken from colli-
sion data, showing BXs 1 to 125. Collisions at 1,41,81,. . . are ex-
pected for this sample.
that HCAL raw timing variable cuts are not performed before muon and jet-variable
N-1 plots.
7.2 Rejecting Beam Background
Figure 7.1 shows the distribution of BX number for HLT events taken before
any beam background rejection is applied. Spikes can be seen preceding expected
collisions, demonstrating the existence of significant beam-related background.
To suppress beam-related background, we veto any event in which the beam
current monitor (BPTX) detects particles in either beam (events with particles in
both are already rejected by the L1 trigger). Proton leakage into neighboring BXes
can cause events to appear 1 BX early or late with respect to a collision BX. These
events are suppressed by rejecting events within a range BX − 2 to BX + 1 of a
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Figure 7.2: N-1 distribution of number of reconstructed muons for
MC signal and observed background
collision.
Some LHC filling schemes contain non-colliding bunches and/or “parasitic”
collisions 11.25 m before or after the center of the detector. Backgrounds from
parasitic collisions with these bunches, beam halo, or beam gas are suppressed by
rejecting events falling within BX−2 to BX+1 of the expected passage of a bunch
through CMS.
7.3 Rejecting Cosmic Muons
Cosmic muon events are rejected by rejecting events in which the standard
CMSSW reconstruction sequence reconstructs one muon in the “cosmic” collection.
This collection is distinct from the usual one in CMSSW which has a restriction on
muon vertex (a restriction which would severely reduce the reconstruction efficiency
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for cosmic muons). The distribution of the number of muons from gluino monte-
carlo and observed background in the low luminosity background sample is shown
in Figure 7.2.
7.4 Rejecting HPD and RBX noise via Jet Variables
We restrict our search to the HCAL barrel. Since gluinos tend to be produced
centrally due to their high mass, we do not consider events from other subdetectors
with little loss of signal efficiency. This enables us to consider noise from instru-
mentation only associated with the HB and not from the HE and (very different)
HF.
We reject jets via specific reconstructed quantities. Energy over 50 GeV is
required, to minimize the contribution of fluctuations over our HLT threshold. Fur-
thermore, noise due to minimum-ionizing-particles, such as cosmic muons, is re-
duced.
We veto events with 90% of the jet energy in 3 or fewer towers, and events with
60% of the energy in 6 or greater towers. This selects events where the jet shape
resembles a natural physical response expected from gluino decays, and rejects a
large quantity of HPD- and RBX-related noise.
Finally, we eliminate events in which the 5 greatest-energy hits are in the same
iφ. This reduces contributions from events in which an HPD discharges, causing
spurious charge flashes on its pixels.
Distributions for these variables are shown in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3: N-1 distributions of jet analysis variables in MC signal and observed
background
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7.5 Rejecting HPD and RBX noise via Pulse Shape
The raw HCAL time-slices of the remaining events are examined. Proper QIE
response to a physical interaction with the scintillator material was shown in Figure
3.10. A sample event with properly formed digitization of this signal is visible in
Figure 7.4. Common results from bad events caused by undesired activity in the
HPD or RBXes can be seen in Figure 7.5.
Signal can be distinguished from background in this case by taking advantage
of the rise and fall-off characteristic of the signal pulse shape. Four variables are
used:
1. R1: Ratio of the signal in the time-slice immediately following the peak time-
slice to the signal in the peak
2. R2: Ratio of the signal 2 BXes after the peak to the signal 1 BX after the
peak.
3. Rpeak: Ratio of the peak to the sum of all 10 BXes
4. Router: Ratio of the sum of all BXes except the peak, the BX prior to the
peak, and the two BXes after the peak, to the sum of all 10 BXes
Timing variables for various classes of events can be seen in Figures 7.6, 7.7
and 7.8.
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Figure 7.4: Expected HCAL pulse shape for signal
Figure 7.5: Example pulse shapes from bad HPD or RBX events
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Figure 7.6: Raw signal variable N-1 plots, as defined Section 7.5
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Figure 7.7: Raw signal timing ratios for (a) signal events and (b) high energy cosmic
muon events from CRAFT 08
Figure 7.8: Raw signal timing ratios for (c) all jet-triggered events and (d) events
after jet shape cuts from CRAFT 08
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Cut BG eff% (cum.) BG eff% (N-1)
muon veto 67. 1.2
Ejet > 50 GeV, |ηjet| < 1.3 7.6 1.2× 10−2
n60 < 6 7.6 5.4× 10−3
n90 > 3 0.39 1.9× 10−1
niphi < 5 0.011 1.3× 10−1
R1 > 0.15 0.0091 6.0× 10−3
0.1 < R2 < 0.5 0.0060 7.4× 10−3
0.4 < Rpeak < 0.7 0.0057 5.7× 10−3
Router < 0.1 0.0054 5.7× 10−3
Cut Signal MC eff% (cum.) Signal MC eff% (N-1)
muon veto 88.0 62.7
Ejet > 50 GeV, |ηjet| < 1.3 68.6 66.2
n60 < 6 67.6 58.2
n90 > 3 62.0 62.7
niphi < 5 61.8 57.8
R1 > 0.15 61.8 57.5
0.1 < R2 < 0.5 58.3 60.8
0.4 < Rpeak < 0.7 57.7 58.1
Router < 0.1 57.5 57.7
Table 7.1: Cumulative and N-1 efficiencies for all cuts, with respect to total number
of events passing HLT, beam background and standard HCAL noise cuts
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Cut BG rate (Hz) Signal rate (Hz)
HLT 3.27 1.17× 10−4
HBHE filter 1.04 1.15× 10−4
BPTX/BX veto 1.03 1.15× 10−4
muon veto 6.9× 10−1 1.03× 10−4
Ejet > 50 GeV, |ηjet| < 1.3 7.99× 10−2 7.99× 10−5
n60 < 6 7.9× 10−2 7.89× 10−5
n90 > 3 4.0× 10−3 7.24× 10−5
nphi < 5 1.1× 10−4 7.21× 10−5
R1 > 0.15 9.4× 10−5 7.21× 10−5
0.1 < R2 < 0.5 6.1× 10−5 6.80× 10−5
0.4 < Rpeak < 0.7 5.8× 10−5 6.73× 10−5
Router < 0.1 5.6× 10−5 6.70× 10−5
Table 7.2: Background and signal event rates assuming mg̃ = 300 GeV, mχ̃ = 200
GeV, and an instantaneous luminosity of 1031cm−2s−1.
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7.6 Comparison to Expected Events
This sequence results in a rate of events of 0.000056 Hz, or one every five hours,
for background noise. 57.5% of stopped gluino HLT events pass this sequence (Tables
7.1 and 7.2).
The relationship between expected number of events and gluino cross-section
is very complicated for this analysis. The number of events is the product of the
percentage of productions that stop in the detector, the percentage that pass analysis
rules, and the percentage that are visible after beam-related BX cuts, the lifetime-
dependent cut, and CMS dead-time (time CMS is not recording events because
of errors, planned shutdown, or cycling CMS state). Furthermore, since neither
the instantaneous luminosity nor CMS availability are constant over time, these
quantities needs to be integrated over time.
In order to determine the number of expected observable decays, the following
information is used:
• History of instantaneous luminosity (CMS provides this information averaged
over 23.4 second segments, called “luminosity sections”)
• Bunch structure of LHC fills
• Time periods of CMS data-taking
This information is fed into a timing simulation to determine a timing-efficiency
figure as a function of lifetime, which then provides the final ingredient for the re-
lationship between cross-section and number of expected events:
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ns = σLεStoppingεAnalysisεT iming
Finally, the expected background is calculated as the following:
nb = rate ∗ t
“Rate” is measured from a smaller very-low-luminosity (1026cm−2s−1) sample pre-
ceding the search sample. We choose a sample as close in time to the search sample
as possible, as the rate of HPD- and RBX-caused events vary over time-scales of
months or greater (due to causes unknown but, at the minimum, related to varia-





After applying the selection criteria to the search sample, we are left with
seven events. When we introduce the lifetime-dependent search window, the num-
ber of events remaining is shown along background expectation in Table 8.1. Two
statistical uncertainties are quoted in this table. The first is the uncertainty of the
simulation that calculates timing efficiency, and the second is the statistical uncer-
tainty on the background rate measurement from the low-luminosity background
sample.
No significant excess of events was observed. Therefore, we set 95% Confidence
Level (C.L.) limits on gluino production as a function of lifetime. We use the
CLs procedure documented in [45] to generate an upper limit on the cross-section,
accounting for both statistical and systematic uncertainties. Figure 8.1 shows this as
a function of lifetime, alongside the theoretical prediction, calculated from [46, 47].
Following the relationship between mass and stopping efficiency predicted from
the monte-carlo results in Section 5.3, the corresponding plot of excluded cross-
section as a function of gluino mass is calculated and shown in Figure 8.2
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Figure 8.1: Expected and observed 95% C.L. limits on gluino pair production cross-
section as a function of gluino lifetime
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Figure 8.2: Expected and observed 95% C.L. limits on gluino pair production cross-
section as a function of gluino mass
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Lifetime Leff (pb
−1) Expected Bg (± stat) Observed
75 ns 3.3 0.9± 0.1± 0.2 3
100 ns 3.6 0.9± 0.1± 0.2 3
1 µs 5.8 2.5± 0.2± 0.3 5
10 µs 8.4 6.4± 0.4± 1.4 7
30 µs - 103 s 8.5 6.4± 0.4± 1.4 7
104 s 7.4 6.4± 0.4± 1.4 7
105 s 4.7 6.4± 0.4± 1.4 7
106 s 0.9 6.4± 0.4± 1.4 7
107 s 0.1 6.4± 0.4± 1.4 7
Table 8.1: Results of analysis of the search period for selected τ
8.2 Systematic Uncertainty
Systematic uncertainty is minimized by the design of the experiment. Back-
ground is measured directly, in detector conditions as close to identical to the search
window as obtainable. Systematic uncertainty on the background rate is dominated
by the reliability of this noise background estimate, and is determined from the
range of values of the square points in Figure 8.3 (measured background rates in
multiple low-luminosity runs) to be 23%.
Jet energy scale also contributes to systematic uncertainty. For a jet-energy-
scale uncertainty of ±10%, we calculate a 7% effect on cross-section limit. Finally,
there is an estimated 11% uncertainty on the luminosity.
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Figure 8.3: Measured background rates after N-1 cuts on n90 and
niphi, showing stability of each in a sequence of runs.
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Sources of Systematic Error Fractional Uncertainty
Theoretical Uncertainty on Stopping Efficiency see Figure 8.1
Jet Energy Scale Uncertainty 7%
Luminosity Uncertainty 11%
Uncertainty on Background Rate 23%
Table 8.2: Dominant sources of systematic uncertainty
Any model-dependent result also carries a much more substantial systematic
uncertainty since the signal yield is dependant on the stopping probability. The
GEANT4 simulation used to derive the stopping efficiency implements models for
both electromagnetic and nuclear interaction (NI) energy loss mechanisms. Whereas
the EM model has been extremely well tested in previous experiments, and is based
on known physics, the R-hadron “cloud model” used for NI has never been tested and
is based on speculative physics extrapolated from low-energy QCD. Moreover, there
are alternative models [48] in which R-hadrons preferentially become neutral after
NI. While we think both the neutral R-hadron and EM only models are pessimistic
scenarios, in Figure 8.1 we present limits employing each of these models. The
range spanned by these three curves represents the uncertainty on the limit due to
the stopping model.
Systematic uncertainties are summarized in Table 8.2.
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8.3 Lifetime Fit Analysis
Figure 8.1 also includes a 95% C.L. exclusion limit for a method referred
to as “Timing Profile”. This method involves a more complex analysis using the
distribution of the observed events in time. Since a gluino decays with exponential
distribution after its productions, one expects for a given lifetime the decays to follow
a predictable distribution as a function of bunch crossing within an orbit. Rather
than restricting events to a window of 1.256τ following collision bunches, we vary
τ using the statistical suite RooStats [49] and calculate the statistical likelihood
of a signal hypothesis versus that of a background with constant distribution in
time. This method uses no background prediction and thus lacks the corresponding
systematic uncertainty, but instead has a larger statistical uncertainty due to the
additional degrees of freedom. The obtained limit is overlaid on Figure 8.1.
A sample signal distribution for this lifetime-fitting method is depicted in
Figure 8.4.
8.4 Conclusion and Prospectus
In this thesis we demonstrated the results of a search for long-lived gluinos
which have stopped in the Compact Muon Solenoid detector after being produced
in 7 TeV pp collisions from CERN’s Large Hadron Collider. We looked for the
subsequent decay of these particles during time intervals where there were no pp
collisions in the Compact Muon Solenoid experiment. In a dataset with a peak
instantaneous luminosity of 1 × 1032cm−2s−1, an integrated luminosity of up to
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Figure 8.4: 4 events observed in a data sample with 248×248 LHC filling structure,
overlaid on a decay profile for a 1 µs lifetime hypothesis
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10.2 pb−1, and a search interval corresponding to 62 hours of LHC operation, no
significant excess above background was observed. In the absence of a signal, we
set a limit at 95% C.L. on gluino pair production over 14 orders of magnitude of
gluino lifetime. For a mass difference mg̃−mχ̃01 > 100 GeV, assuming BR(g̃ → gχ̃
0
1)
= 100%, we are able to exclude lifetimes from 10 µs to 1000 s for mg̃ ≤ 378 GeV.
This result extends existing limits from the Tevatron [14]. This result is consistent
with the complementary exclusion provided by the direct HSCP search [50].
We expect better mass limits and lower cross-section reach from this method
as LHC luminosity and energy increase in 2011. As luminosity increases and the
bunch structure becomes more filled, methods to identify beam-related backgrounds
will become more important. However, if background remains flat with respect to







t, linearly proportional to instantaneous luminosity, which is faster
than the rate of growth of traditional analyses (where background is also luminosity-
dependent). We can thus expect the increase in machine performance in 2011 to be
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